
Pixel is a comedian robot, who is programmed to make people
laugh. As well as having a database of the best jokes in the
galaxy, he also expels laughing gas (although people think he is
farting) which makes his audiences laugh so hard they snort.  
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Name: Pixels 
Model: Ha-ha 21 
Planet of Origin: Joviality 
Age: 7 
Special abilities: making people laugh 

HALPIE
Name: Halpie 
Model: Ruff 13 
Planet of Origin: Barkus 
Age: 1 
Special abilities: Fetch

Halpie is one of the most popular Ruff robots in the universe. Kids
of all ages have Ruffs as pets, and love to play with them. Although
dogs are supposed to hate cats, Halpie’s secret is that she is
actually best friends with her owner’s cat, and they love to nap
together when everyone is out of the house. 

E.V.A.
Name: E.V.A 
Model: Cupid 15 
Planet of Origin: Lurblee 
Age: 12 
Special abilities: Making chocolates  

E.V.A. stands for Extraordinary Valentine Agent. Her job is to help
people prepare extra-special Valentine’s Day surprises for their
super-secret crushes. From quiet picnics to giant balloon displays
in the sky, E.V.A. can do it all. She will make Valentine’s Day an
extra special event for you! 



Omega is a theme park robot, working at the largest amusement
park on Boturnia. He has a special holographic projection system
and can turn into any character you want. He also performs an
impersonation show, where he turns into some of the most
popular singers and dancers in the galaxy. Unfortunately, his
projection system only works in the amusement park. When he
leaves the facility, his projections look like purple monsters. 
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Name: Omega 
Model: Projec 2.3 
Planet of Origin: Boturnia 
Age: 6 
Special abilities: Holographic projection 

TACO
Name: Taco 
Model: E.A.T. 33 
Planet of Origin: Salsa 
Age: 8 
Special abilities: Making scrumptious ice cream  

Taco is a food dispensing robot who can create the food of any
planet with the touch of a button. She works at the Doralora
Intergalactic School in the canteen, and the kids there love all the
different types of food she serves. The most popular food she
makes is Salsian chocolate ice cream, which is sparkly and pops in
your mouth. 

MARVEL
Name: Marvel 
Model: Brighty 7 
Planet of Origin: Solaris 8 
Age: 3 
Special abilities: Running very fast  

Marvel is a sun-rotator robot. His job is very important as he has to
keep the sun in his galaxy spinning. He does this by running
around in circles inside the sun like a hamster in a cage. Brighty 7
bots are specially designed to be heat resistant and self-charging.
Without Brighty 7 bots like Marvel, the entire universe would be
dark! 
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Name: Koko 
Model: Puck 2 
Planet of Origin: Hocktar 
Age: 8 
Special abilities: Saving goals 

UNO
Name: UNO 
Model: Debatabot 2.1 
Planet of Origin:  Balanx 
Age: 8 
Special abilities: Yelling “UNO!!” very loudly 

UNO stands for Ultra Noisy Opponent and is part of the Debatabot
series. Debatabots are good at arguing, and often work as lawyer’s
assistants. Unfortunately, problems with UNO’s last upgrade means
that now he only wants to play the card game UNO and likes to
shout “UNO!” all the time, even when he hasn’t won. 

ARVY
Name: Arvy 
Model: BRB 1.0
Planet of Origin: Vothia 
Age: 10 
Special abilities: Super reader  

Arvy is a book review bot who’s job it is to read all the books in
the galaxy and review them. If you want to know if a book is good,
you can ask Arvy and he will tell you! You can find BRB bots like
Arvy at all good bookstores and libraries. While the customers love
them, librarians hate them because when they find a book they
really, really like, they shoot confetti everywhere in celebration,
making a big mess. 

Koko is a sports star! He plays goalie in the intergalactic space
hockey league for the league champions the Hocktar Comets. The
Comets have defeated every other robot team in the galaxy, and
Koko was voted MVP for his amazing saves. However, he does have
a design flaw that his opponents haven’t realised yet – he can only
move from left to right, not forward and backwards which makes
getting off the rink slightly awkward! 
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Name: Rolo 
Model: Mech-app 2
Planet of Origin: K.A.R. 5 
Age: 3
Special abilities: Stunt flying

Rolo is a mechanic’s apprentice working at one of the main UFO
dealerships on the planet K.A.R. 5, which is famous for its high-
performance sporty rockets. He works as a mobile rocket hoist,
allowing mechanics to work underneath the rockets. He also test-
flies the rockets after they have been fixed and is very skillful at
stunt flying and flying very fast. 


